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\textbf{ABSTRACT} With the proliferation of embedded technologies and wireless capabilities, today’s vehicles are no longer isolated mechanical machines. They become part of a hyper-connected system -Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)- that has the potential to support multiple levels of autonomy and intelligence improving considerably the safety, efficiency, and sustainability of transportation networks. However, this raises new security issues that make the whole system prone to cybersecurity attacks that threaten both the safety and privacy of all road-users. This article gives a short background tutorial on the main security issues and the different attacks that hinder Intelligent Transport Systems. To enable secure and safe ITS applications, this article provides a comprehensive analysis of existing solutions and highlights their strengths and limitations. Finally, this survey presents key challenges in the field, and discusses recent trends that must be factored in by researchers, implementers, and car manufactures to improve the security of ITS.

\textbf{INDEX TERMS} Intelligent transportation systems, vehicular networks, attacks, security, privacy.

\section{I. INTRODUCTION}

In recent years, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) have gained increasing attention as a promising field of research in academia and also within standardization bodies, such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). ITS are playing a critical role in designing future smart roads; they are one of the main components of smart cities [1]. Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANET) [2] represent the most important component of ITS. Indeed, a study by the US Department of Transport (DOT) reported that VANET have the potential to address more than 79% of all crashes involving unimpaired drivers. In VANET, vehicles cooperatively collect and share information with each other, with road-side infrastructure, and with other vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians and bicycles. Indeed, vehicular communications develop the potential to promote global traffic control through exchanging safety messages, traffic conditions, and warning messages in case of accidents. Hence, they hold the promise to deal with complex road situations (e.g., reduce traffic jams, accident rates, and environmental pollution) [3], [4], and also to improve individual safety, comfort, and convenience, especially with the tremendous increase in various travel demands (e.g., vehicular traffic, public transportation, freight, and even pedestrian traffic).

The European Transport Safety Council (ETSC) [5] reports that ITS focus on the development of digital technologies (e.g., Electronic Control Units (ECU), sensors and actuators) to promote “smartness” in ITS components. In parallel, Cooperative-ITS (C-ITS) focus on the development of communication protocols to support interactions between ITS components. Thus, the objective of C-ITS is to enable applications that can improve the overall performance of vehicular networks [2], [6], [7]. In order to achieve higher levels of interconnectivity between different ITS components, vehicles are becoming cluttered with a diversity of information and communication technologies. These include wireless communication technologies, such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, satellite systems, 3G/4G, and more recently, the 5th Generation (5G), Visible Light Communication (VLC), and Millimeter Waves [8]. However, using such components for vast data collection and dissemination comes with a set of challenges,
particularly related to security and privacy issues. Modern vehicular networks are vulnerable to a wide range of security threats. An attacker can exploit the exposure of the system to gain access to vehicles and eventually control them; this may lead to dangerous driving situations causing life-threatening crashes.

The ability to perform a successful attack requires an in-depth knowledge of the targeted system. The first step for an attacker would be to evaluate attack surfaces to gain access and deliver malicious input to the system. Then, the attacker has to search for exploitable vulnerabilities to control the external and internal vehicular network. Consequently, security must be guaranteed to establish reliable communications between different ITS components. To this end, a large number of studies (e.g., [9]–[16]) have been conducted (as we will discuss deeply in this article) aiming to provide appropriate protection against the threats facing ITS. A good security approach should provide protection against attacks without degrading the quality of service of the system; this is more critical in the case of systems that involve mobility and are delay-sensitive. Indeed, implementing security mechanisms generates overhead, in terms of computation and communication, which may degrade the system performance [17]. Thus, a trade-off should be found between the level of security and the performance of the system. The current survey reviews the state-of-the-art security solutions in ITS and highlights their strengths and limitations. The following sub-sections discuss existing surveys related to security issues in ITS and present the main contributions of the current survey.

A. EXISTING SURVEYS AND CONTRIBUTION

In recent years, several research articles have been published covering various security-related issues associated with ITS [18]–[27]. Lu et al. [18] provide a comprehensive security analysis in the field of vehicular networks with a special emphasis on anonymous authentication schemes, used to protect the privacy of vehicle users, and trust management models. Similarly, Huang et al. [19] provide an in-depth review of the state-of-the-art solutions concerning security and privacy for V2X communications. However, both contributions did not cover new emerging security solutions (e.g., machine learning-based defense mechanisms and 5G-V2X security technologies). Hussain and Zeadally [20] provide an in-depth study of the security features, including issues, solutions, and standards of 5G and their applicability to VANET. However, this study did not address the current trends in machine learning. Alnasser et al. [21] analyze the threats for V2X and some traditional security solutions. Hahn et al. [22] and Parkinson et al. [23] identify security challenges, risks, and vulnerabilities that can subsequently be used to motivate a future roadmap to address cyber-security-related challenges. However, the challenges and the mitigating solutions, they did cover, are outdated due to the emergence of newer technologies (e.g., 5G technologies, machine learning-based schemes, Blockchain) that can boost the development of better security solutions. There are also several surveys that cover specific kinds of security solutions. For example, van der Heijden et al. [24] and Sharma and Kaul [25] are concerned with detecting misbehaviors and intrusions in the network. Petit et al. [26] cover pseudonymous schemes and Hussain et al. [27] focus more on trust management. Table 1 summarizes the features of existing related surveys and highlights the enhancements in this article.

We conclude that existing surveys have investigated ITS security from different perspectives, such as risks, threat assessment, and security countermeasures. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no survey that fully addresses the major aspects of ITS security including newer challenges and technologies, and the corresponding security solutions. In this regard, this article presents a systematic review that aims to fill this gap through an in-depth analysis to cover recent advancements in ITS security.

B. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

In this article, we build upon existing security solutions in ITS to present a comprehensive review of related works published so far. More specifically, we cover recent publications (in the last seven years) from Q1 journals [28] (see Figure 1); the objective is to provide a detailed security analysis where vulnerabilities are surveyed and potential attacks are discussed. We provide a in-depth analysis of the current security landscape in ITS with the objective to help in identifying the missing elements in the design of existing security solutions. We also classify emerging defense mechanisms that provide solutions to the shortcomings of existing countermeasures and newer/emerging cyberattacks. Furthermore, we identify promising future research directions in ITS security. The main contributions of this article can be summarized as follows:

- We present a general overview to describe the concept of ITS with a special emphasis on Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks, describing the architecture and the currently used technologies.

![FIGURE 1. Articles related to ITS security per journal in the last 10 years.](image-url)
TABLE 1. Related survey articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Authentication</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>5G-V2X security</th>
<th>Major Contributions</th>
<th>Common points with our survey</th>
<th>Enhancements in our paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al. [18]</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Analysis of anonymous authentication schemes and trust management models used in VANET.</td>
<td>Evaluation of authentication-based security mechanisms.</td>
<td>Focus on most recently published papers on security, privacy, and trust in ITS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailnasser et al. [21]</td>
<td>Computer Networks</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Comprehensive taxonomy of existing security threats and solutions for V2X.</td>
<td>Classification of security attacks and the corresponding mitigation mechanisms.</td>
<td>Detailed classification of security attacks and recent security countermeasures in ITS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hahn et al. [22]</td>
<td>IEEE Intelligent Transportation Systems Magazine</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Analysis of security and privacy vulnerabilities in ITS and short discussion of main challenges and mitigation techniques.</td>
<td>Assessment of vulnerabilities and discussion of potential mitigation techniques.</td>
<td>Deep investigation of potential attacks to identify the missing security elements in the design of security solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson et al. [23]</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Analysis of most relevant cyber security knowledge gaps.</td>
<td>Assessment of vulnerabilities and discussion of potential mitigation techniques.</td>
<td>Coverage of recent contributions in ITS security with more focus on their limitation and challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Der Heijden et al. [24]</td>
<td>IEEE Communications Surveys &amp; Tutorials</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A survey of misbehavior detection mechanisms in cooperative ITS.</td>
<td>Security analysis of cooperative ITS.</td>
<td>Evaluation of various security solutions to enhance security of ITS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharma et al. [25]</td>
<td>Vehicular Communications</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A survey of intrusion detection systems with an analysis and comparison of different detection techniques and strategies.</td>
<td>Evaluation of the applicability of intrusion detection systems in ITS.</td>
<td>Evaluation of recent mechanisms that address the applicability of ML-approaches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petit et al. [26]</td>
<td>IEEE Communications Surveys Tutorials</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Analysis of challenges and requirements of pseudonymous authentication schemes for vehicular networks.</td>
<td>Evaluation of authentication-based security mechanisms.</td>
<td>Holistically addresses the problematic of security in ITS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hassan et al. [27]</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>State-of-the-art solutions on trust management in VANET.</td>
<td>Evaluation of trust establishment approaches used in VANET.</td>
<td>In-depth review of the problematics of security in ITS including trust establishment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed survey</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>A comprehensive survey that addresses the current security landscape of Intelligent Transportation Systems.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- We conduct an in-depth security analysis that investigates the nature of cyber-threats faced by ITS; the objective is to classify vulnerabilities and identify their root causes. We also provide a classification of the main attacks on ITS to understand the impact of these attacks and how to react accordingly.
- We evaluate the current state of the art of emerging defense strategies. In addition, we provide a comparative analysis of these strategies with a focus on their performance and the challenges.
- We draw insights and present promising future research directions to secure ITS.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the concept of ITS with an emphasis on Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks. Section 3 presents an extensive ITS security analysis including vulnerabilities, attacks, and attack surfaces. Section 4 presents the state of the art of ITS security solutions. Finally, section 5 concludes this article. Figure 2 shows the global organization of the survey.

II. INTELLIGENT TRANSPORT SYSTEMS OVERVIEW

In this section, we present essential background information on Intelligent Transportation Systems.

A. INTEGRATION OF INTERNET OF THINGS WITH INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

Over the past few decades, we have experienced the domination of novel types of communication between humans and things and among things themselves leading to the emergence of a new paradigm called the Internet of Things (IoT) [29]. The IoT paradigm has demonstrated its potential to reshape the future of Internet communication, bringing vast improvements and radical transformation to human lives. It consists of a multitude of leading-edge information and communication technologies that bridge the physical world (e.g., vehicles and smart appliances) to the digital world to form a new intelligent system; such a system will improve every aspect of human life, including homes, transportation systems, environment and even the human body. In particular, Guerrero-Ibanez et al. [29] report that IoT will play a pivotal role in complementing the evolution of intelligent
transportation systems. Indeed, IoT represents a breakthrough in terms of trends and traffic management approaches to satisfy the need for safer and comfortable experiences on roads [30]. To realize such a breakthrough, the active development of ITS along with IoT requires a combination of data collection, processing, and disseminating technologies. In the following, we briefly overview these technologies [1], [31].

1) DATA COLLECTION
Data collection is the first step in data journey through ITS applications. It provides the capability to gather all basic observable measurements (e.g., location, speed, neighboring vehicles, road traffic condition, and average travel time) from multiple sources of data (e.g., road data, vehicle data, driver/passenger/pedestrian data, and traffic flow data) to be exchanged between vehicles and roadside units [32]. Because of the significant safety implication related to vehicular networks, it is critical to develop reliable collection solutions that take into account VANET characteristics (e.g., mobility and time sensitivity). In the literature, several contributions propose different architectures and schemes to support efficient data collection. In [33], Touil et al. propose a data collection scheme based on a clustering approach; the objective is to reduce the impact of mobility and density on the data collection stations. Khan et al. [34] propose a data forwarding algorithm for data collection; it is based on a ranking scheme of On-Board Units (OBUs) and the hop count of data traffic. The authors in [35] propose a Quality-oriented Data Collection (QDC) to provide high quality data for vehicular application and services. Moreover, QDC maintains the time sensitivity and accuracy required for vehicular services while keeping communication overheads at minimum levels; this was shown via simulations results.

2) INFORMATION PROCESSING
The data collected from ITS can be used in developing ITS applications. However, this requires the capability to clean, transform, and discover patterns in the data in order to extract useful information. Recently, the explosive growing number of complex data collection technologies has increased the demand for large-scale and real-time data processing frameworks. This led to the emergence of considerable research efforts in the field of data analytics that take advantage of new technologies to introduce advanced frameworks that provide on-demand decision support. In [36], Nie et al. propose a novel processing framework for vehicular sensor networks, called Vehdoop. This framework uses the computing capability of vehicles to efficiently process sensor data in parallel across a large number of vehicles in a decentralized manner.

3) DATA DISSEMINATION
The basic idea behind ITS is to build a cooperative awareness among network members to enhance road safety and transport efficiency. In VANET, the data dissemination component plays a pivotal role in distributing and delivering information from Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), and from Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) [37]. Thus, it is important to build an efficient and reliable data dissemination scheme that guarantees full network coverage while maintaining a high data delivery ratio and minimum overheads [38]. However, the key challenge remains on how to ensure efficient data dissemination considering, the high mobility of nodes (moving vehicles), stringent delay requirements, and adequate trust management [39]. In this vein, Zhao et al. [40] provide an Optimal Transmission Reliability Enhancement Mechanism (OTREM) designed to improve the quality of Emergency Warning Messages (EWM) propagation in vehicular cooperative driving systems. The main idea of OTREM is to use an improved finite automata to minimize transmission delays, error rate, and redundancy. The experimental results show that OTREM effectively reduces transmission delays and redundancy and increases propagation accuracy rates of EWM. Trust is another key factor that affects the performance of data dissemination strategies [27]. Therefore, the authors in [41] describe the trust relationship among vehicles and propose a trust evaluation model for VANET; the model considers the trust uncertainty of fuzziness and randomness in the interactions among vehicles.
B. INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS

The high-level architecture of ITS provides a description of the functionality and communication links between ITS nodes (e.g., vehicles). It consists of a set of interconnected components organized into two main domains: Intra-vehicle and Inter-vehicle (see Figure 3) [21].

1) INTRA-VEHICLE DOMAIN

The number of electrical components and embedded devices in modern vehicles is continually increasing. A multitude of interconnected embedded computer systems, called Electronic Control Units (ECUs), have been widely used in vehicles forming a distributed network to control a broad range of automobile functions [42] including powertrain and in-vehicle infotainment. In general, ECUs can communicate with each other over many in-vehicle bus communication networks [42]–[44]: Controller Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN), FlexRay, Media Oriented System Transport (MOST), and Ethernet (see Table 2). The use of each one of them depends on the criticality, cost, bandwidth, and timing requirements of the desired functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bus name</th>
<th>Transfer Rate</th>
<th>Access Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controller Area Network</td>
<td>1Mbps/s</td>
<td>CSMA/CA and AMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Interconnect Network</td>
<td>20Kbps/s</td>
<td>Polling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlexRay</td>
<td>10Mbps/s</td>
<td>TDMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Oriented System Transport</td>
<td>150Mbps/s</td>
<td>CSMA/CD and TDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethernet</td>
<td>100Mbps/s</td>
<td>TDMA and TDD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAN and FlexRay are mainly designed to provide a low-cost and fast data transmission; this makes them more appropriate for critical applications, such as powertrain and safety control. LIN is designed for functions that require smaller transmission speed, such as controlling lights, doors, air conditioning, and seats. MOST is a high-speed bus designed for multimedia applications in the automotive environment.

Due to the diversity of in-vehicle bus communication networks, a gateway ECU is required to coordinate between the different buses and manage communication protocols of the intra-vehicle domain. Furthermore, ECU plays a crucial role in bridging the communication to external networks allowing a great flexibility and convenience in the system design [44].

2) INTER-VEHICLE DOMAIN

The inter-vehicle paradigm covers the communication between vehicles and their surrounding environments, including other vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, or what is commonly named Vulnerable Road Users (VRU), and the regional infrastructure as well. Each vehicle equipped with an OBU can become a part of the network and able to send and receive messages related to a variety of applications (e.g., safety, traffic management, and infotainment). Inter-vehicle communication may refer to V2X (Vehicle to everything), which incorporates more specific types of communication depending on the targeted entities [45]. This includes Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) [46], [47], Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) [48], [49], Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) [50]–[52] and Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) communication [53], [54]. To support such communications, Dedicated Short-Range Communication (DSRC) and Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) are one of the most promising wireless standards deployed in the field of transportation [55].
In 1999, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz of spectrum in the range of 5.85-5.925 GHz to be used exclusively for DSRC services in ITS [56]. DSRC is mainly designed to provide high data transfers over two basic units: Road-Side Unit (RSU) and On-Board Unit (OBU) with low communication latency [57]; hence, covering a wide range of applications, such as V2V emergency warning and collision avoidance applications. The development of the DSRC standard has resulted in the IEEE 802.11p standards along with IEEE 1609.x, which makes it close to the WAVE standard [57]. Recently, the IEEE 802.11p standard has been replaced by IEEE 802.11-OCB, which refers to a special mode of communication outside the context of the basic service set [58].

To expand the range of VANET’s applications, there exists a wide range of other communication standards, such as cellular technologies (Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE-Advanced), Wi-Fi, Visible Light Communication (VLC), and WiMAX. However, not all of these standards have the ability to provide reliable communications for safety applications [59]. For instance, Wi-Fi can exhibit a very high market that can be exploited to provide low cost and efficient wireless access in VANET; however, it suffers from limited coverage and intermittent connectivity due to the high mobility of vehicles [60]. V2X-LTE provides ubiquitous coverage that supports VANET and solves bandwidth problems; however, it leads to higher latency, which is a challenge for safety and real-time applications [59], [61].

III. SECURITY ANALYSIS IN ITS

With the fast and active development of IoT, it comes with no surprise the considerable increase of security attacks targeting IoT systems. Generally, smart IoT devices (e.g., wearable health monitors, connected appliances and vehicles) carry sensitive information. Thus, any attacks on data integrity, availability, or confidentiality can have serious impact (e.g., financial/human losses) on the victims of these attacks. Attackers may initially target IoT technologies (e.g., sensors), embedded in the system (e.g., ITS) under attack, with the objective to compromise the whole system [62]. Security is a main concern of any system; however, it becomes more critical when human lives are involved, such as the case in ITS. Due to the high accessibility, complexity, and interdependency of communication technologies in ITS, the probability of security breaches is high. Figure 4 shows that attackers can exploit vulnerabilities discovered in entry points, called attack surfaces, which provide direct access to vehicular communication systems. The ability to execute successful attacks may cause serious damage in ITS [63]. In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of the current security landscape in ITS.

A. ATTACKER MODELS

The operations of ITS are entirely controlled by the embedded software in the vehicle without the need of human intervention. This makes it possible for attackers to control the vehicle if they succeed in penetrating the system remotely. Hence, understanding the attack models is a fundamental step towards designing efficient schemes to predict the behavior of attackers and counter their malicious activities. By analyzing the potential attack characteristics (e.g., the attack method and the attack scope) and interactions of attackers with the system under attack (e.g., membership and motivation), we categorize the attackers into several classes [64]–[66].

1) Active vs. Passive: Active attackers generate malicious packets to be transmitted to other nodes causing harmful effects on the network. Generally, these attackers have the authorization to operate within the network; thus, they could perpetrate almost any kind of attacks, such as DoS attacks, Sybil attacks, and blackholes wormholes. Passive attackers present the opposite characteristics of active attackers. They attempt to silently monitor and eavesdrop the network traffic to extract useful information that can be used to prepare future attacks; these attackers are generally outsiders and cause no direct damage to the network, which make them very difficult to detect.

2) External vs. Internal: External or outsider attackers perpetrate their attacks from outside the network; they are not authorized to operate in the network. Generally, they are limited in terms of attacks they can launch. They must successfully bypass system defenses, such as firewalls and IDSs, to be able to operate within the network. In contrast, internal attackers are mainly legitimate members or part of the network; this makes them able to access basic network resources according to their access privilege. These attackers can cause serious damage due to their ability to perpetrate almost any kind of attack targeting the confidentiality, availability, and integrity of the system.

3) Local vs. Extended: Local attackers operate within a limited scope targeting only nearby vehicles or RSUs. Extended attackers expand the scope of their attacks
which can be performed from anywhere via the internet; in this case, the physical location of attackers becomes irrelevant.

4) Malicious vs. Rational: The main goal of malicious attackers is to cause disruption and damage to the network without considering the consequences. These kinds of attackers are usually seeking no personal benefits from their attacks [64]. On the other hand, rational attackers can be more dangerous by launching their attacks targeting specific victims to draw attention and also to maximize their benefits.

B. ATTACK SURFACE

Due to the growing number of internetworking control units in VANET, new attack surfaces are created, where an attacker could gain access to compromise the security of the network [67]. Thus, the identification of those attack surfaces can help both Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and drivers to better prevent possible attacks.

1) PHYSICAL ATTACK SURFACES

VANET provide several physical interfaces installed in both moving cars, such as On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) port that allow access to the car’s internal networks and regional roadside infrastructure. Having open access to those critical components makes the whole in-vehicle system highly reachable to anyone, including attackers. This increases the ability of attackers to explore the system offline, discover exploitable vulnerabilities, and test possible attack scenarios until performing a successful one. It is worth mentioning that the OBD-II port remains one of the most critical interfaces used to compromise the full range of automotive systems.

This interface is available in almost every vehicle to provide efficient diagnostic codes to detect faults in ECUs. It also provides direct access to the vehicle’s internal network. Once an attacker can get a physical connection to this port, he/she will be able to inject messages, jam signals, and/or eavesdrop on exchanged keys between ECUs and different entities. This may result in car theft or control of various components of the automobile (e.g., brake, engine, and locks). Other ways to gain physical access to the vehicle are those used for entertainment systems, such as disc reader or USB port, where the attacker creates multimedia files that can change code in the system to spy on other parts of the vehicle. Practically, it is hard for an attacker to gain such physical access to the vehicle’s internal network. Therefore, attackers seek to find other possible attack surfaces to initiate remote attacks on the vehicle’s internal network by injecting malicious codes, or placing devices, with wireless features, to read messages bridged from the targeted network [68], [69].

2) REMOTE ATTACK SURFACES

ITS rely on wireless connectivity to ensure flexible and extensible communications between different ITS components. By exploiting the vulnerabilities and sensitive nature of this connectivity, these components can be ultimately hacked and controlled remotely over the Internet. Checkoway et al. [70] identify attack surfaces for modern automobiles. Wireless attack surfaces can be categorized based on the range of wireless access. For short-range wireless access, attackers should be located nearby to the attack target (generally, between 5 and 300 meters) to be able to wirelessly compromise desired ECUs and read messages bridged from the vehicle internal network. Particularly, they can send and execute malicious code (e.g., Trojan Horse, Virus, and Worm) compromising vehicle safety. Several technologies can be used as an entry point to hack the system; these include Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Remote Keyless Entry (RKE), RFIDs, and Tire Pressure Monitoring Systems (TPMS). For long-range access (e.g., greater than 1 km), attacks can be launched from anywhere. This kind of attacks focus on the exploitation of addressable channels like Internet services or cellular capabilities integrated into the telematics units, or Broadcast channels including Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Satellite Radio, Radio Data System (RDS), and Traffic Message Channel (TMC) [70].

C. VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

To execute successful attacks, hackers must have a deep knowledge of the targeted system. Thus, they can precisely scan and monitor specific elements of the network to discover possible vulnerabilities. Generally, a vulnerability exists because of a limitation or a weakness in the system design, which can be exploited to compromise security services, such as confidentiality, availability, and integrity. A good security approach requires the identification of vulnerabilities to prioritize the testing; this will help security experts to recognize the weakest entities in order to develop appropriate countermeasures and improve the security of future vehicles. Figure 5 shows possible security vulnerabilities.

1) IN-VEHICLE VULNERABILITIES

In the design phase of in-vehicle network protocols, security issues were not a primary concern since vehicles were rarely connected to the external world. However, due to the increased number of external interfaces and the ability to connect to outside networks, in-vehicle networks have become heavily exposed to many cyber-security threats, such as eavesdropping, spoofing, and denial of service. Indeed, in-vehicle bus networks are simple message broadcasting networks; an attacker can easily attach a fake ECU with an illegitimate, malicious program and receive broadcast messages.

Due to the lack of security protection (e.g., no confidentiality, no privacy, and no authentication), particularly in CAN buses [71], the attacker can easily analyze the transmitted frames based on id-based priority schemes (priority arbitration: message with a lower identifier gets higher priority); this allows the attacker to determine the target ECU and its priority. Thus, he/she can exploit the priority arbitration to keep the network busy by sending spoofed messages causing resource exhaustion (Denial-of-Service) and other frames to back off.
Furthermore, because internal bus networks are universally connected, the attacker can compromise the whole in-vehicle security and take control of all vehicle components leading to serious safety threats.

Recently, many studies on security vulnerabilities (see Table 3) highlight the weaknesses in internal bus networks that allow direct access without any restriction. Several contributions [43], [72]–[75] focus on the security of CAN bus. In [72], Iehira et al. propose an attack that combines bus-off attacks with spoofing attacks exploiting the absence of security protection in the CAN buses. According to the simulation results, the proposed attacks have successfully prevented the transmission of regular messages without any resistance from legitimate ECUs; this shows the feasibility of these attacks and the potential threats to vehicles. Currie [75] studies the overall insecurity of the CAN bus architecture. The author shows that it is easy to manipulate the CAN bus using basic computer hardware. He proposes basic guidelines for security researchers on how to gain access to internal vehicle systems and manipulate the vehicle by reverse engineering.

The security research community did produce several contributions [76]–[78] related to potential threats of exploiting CAN buses. However, there are limited studies concerning the security of other network buses (e.g. FlexRay, LIN). Mousa et al. [76] report that FlexRay suffers from the same lack of security protection as CAN buses (e.g., no confidentiality, no authentication, and no privacy). They present a lightweight authentication protocol based on the implementation of Light Weight CAN Authentication Protocol (LCAP) over FlexRay. Murvay and Groza [77] discuss the feasibility of attacks on FlexRay. They first identify network behavior and features for a better understanding of targeted attacks including DoS attacks and messages spoofing. They put these attacks into practice and analyzed them in terms of feasibility.

In addition to CAN and FlexRay, LIN is another commonly used in-vehicle’s internal network. Takahashi et al. [78] evaluate the resistance of LIN against cyber-threats. They present sample attacks that use the characteristics of an error handling mechanism [79]; the main concept behind the proposed mechanism is to inject any value of false response using the error handling mechanism. This injects a collision between the responses to induce the bit error and injects a false response after an error occurs. According to the experimental results, the proposed mechanism [78] shows great effectiveness in this type of attacks.

2) VULNERABILITIES IN WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES

Although wireless communication technologies provide many advantages, they introduce security vulnerabilities. Attackers can exploit these vulnerabilities to gain remote access to the internal vehicular network and compromise the whole system. This section aims to shed light on the main security vulnerabilities introduced by the implementation of wireless technologies used in ITS, such as DSRC/WAVE, Cellular-V2X, Bluetooth, and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS).

a: IEEE 802.11p

VANET mainly adopt IEEE 802.11p as a dominant vehicular Radio Frequency (RF) technology. Although IEEE 802.11p provides reliable vehicular communication, this technology remains vulnerable to attacks. A vulnerability analysis did show the existence of gaps in the current technology, especially with the usage of omnidirectional antennas [86]. This makes it vulnerable to jamming attacks since anyone in the scope of radio communication can send jamming signals to the victims [87]. Lyamin et al. [88] investigate the jamming DoS attacks in IEEE 802.11p that are possible when the exchanged beacons in a platoon are corrupted. The authors propose a simple real-time detector of jamming DoS; it is validated in terms of detection and false alarm probabilities for the proposed scenarios. Recently, the IEEE standard has replaced the IEEE 802.11p by the IEEE 802.11-OCB specification [58], where OCB stands for outside the context of a basic service set. It is worth noting that 802.11-OCB does not provide any cryptographic protection since it operates in OCB mode, where there is no need for Association Request/Response or Challenge messages. Consequently, attackers can eavesdrop and/or modify the traffic while within...
range of a vehicle or IP-RSU. Therefore, such a link is less protected than traditional 802.11 links [58].

**b: CELLULAR NETWORKS**

Cellular networks (e.g., LTE and LTE-A) are another mode of wireless communication used by vehicles to support long-range Internet connectivity. In fact, connecting the Internet to cellular networks is a major contributor to cellular network vulnerabilities. The cellular architecture at its core is based on Internet Protocol (IP) to support full interworking with heterogeneous radio access networks. However, this introduces more security threats by exposing the system in question to IP-based attacks, such as false information injection, eavesdropping attacks, spoofing, DDoS attacks, and others [20], [89]. Besides, due to the unpredictable and the ephemeral connectivity among nodes in VANET, management of (re)authentication and record of trust pose a serious challenge for cellular communication, putting the security and network performance at risk [20].

**c: BLUETOOTH**

Bluetooth is an open standard for short-range Radio Frequency (RF) communication that has been widely integrated into many industry segments including the automotive industry for media connectivity purposes. According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guide to Bluetooth security [90], Bluetooth is susceptible to several known attacks, such as DoS attacks, eavesdropping, and message modification. Security vulnerabilities of the latest version of Bluetooth technology include (for more details, we refer the reader to [90], [91]): (a) Authentication requests: there is no waiting interval for authentication challenge requests; this gives attackers the ability to collect a large number of challenge responses and break secret link keys; (b) keys: if secret keys are not properly protected, attackers can easily read and modify them; (c) user authentication: in Bluetooth technology, devices, and not users, are authenticated; (d) end-to-end security: an intermediary can decrypt the transmitted data due to the absence of end-to-end encryption; (e) discoverability: vehicles need to be discoverable all the time; this makes them prone to several attacks; and (g) lack of audit and non-repudiation.

**d: GLOBAL NAVIGATION SATELLITE SYSTEMS (GNSS)**

GNSS is now an integral part of all aspects of our lives. It provides global coverage, accurate position, velocity, and timing information to support a wide range of critical applications. Due to the increasing dependence on GNSS, security vulnerabilities became a prime concern because of a growing record of interference incidents that need to be properly addressed [92], [93]. Generally, GNSS vulnerabilities can be classified into three categories: System-related vulnerabilities, propagation channel-related vulnerabilities, and interference (unintentional or intentional)

---

**TABLE 3. Cyber-incident against vehicular network.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Automotive cyber incidents</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Attack Surfaces</th>
<th>Attacks range</th>
<th>Attack methodologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploiting the vulnerability of the CAN buses led to bus-off attacks.</td>
<td>Iehira et al. [72]</td>
<td>ECU, CAN buses</td>
<td>Physical attack</td>
<td>Spoofing attacks, bus-off attacks against an ECU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical security exploits of FlexRay.</td>
<td>Muray et al. [77]</td>
<td>OBD-II port, FlexRay</td>
<td>Physical attack</td>
<td>Malicious frames injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hacking TESLA: use wireless communication to access CAN buses.</td>
<td>Nie et al. 2017, [80]</td>
<td>Wireless capabilities (Wi-Fi/Cellular)</td>
<td>Remote, Long-range attack</td>
<td>Internet attacks, unauthorized attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remotely compromising the gateway, BCM, and autopilot ECU of TESLA cars.</td>
<td>Nie et al. 2017, [81]</td>
<td>Infotainment, Wi-Fi, ECU, CAN bus, Gateway</td>
<td>Remote, Long and Short-range attack</td>
<td>Malicious Wi-Fi hotspot, code signing bypass, local privilege escalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injecting malicious codes into Volkswagen mobile applications.</td>
<td>CVE-2018-1170, [82]</td>
<td>Mobile applications</td>
<td>Remote, Long-range attack</td>
<td>Malicious CAN bus injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirelessly attacking connected cars using security vulnerabilities of In-Vehicle CAN buses.</td>
<td>Woo et al. 2015, [73]</td>
<td>Cellular network, Mobile applications</td>
<td>Remote, Long-range attack</td>
<td>CAN buses vulnerabilities, Malicious mobile applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesla cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability.</td>
<td>Sam Curry, 2019, [83]</td>
<td>Infotainment, servers</td>
<td>Physical, Short-range attack</td>
<td>Cross-site scripting (XSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovering Buffer Overflow vulnerabilities in widely used vehicles telematics control modules.</td>
<td>CVE-2017-9647, [84]</td>
<td>Telematics control modules</td>
<td>Long range attacks</td>
<td>Buffer overflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hacking Tesla car via its browser.</td>
<td>CVE-2019-9977, [85]</td>
<td>Infotainment</td>
<td>Physical, Short-range attacks</td>
<td>Vulnerability exploits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
related vulnerabilities [94]. System-related vulnerabilities, propagation channel-related vulnerabilities, and unintentional interference-related vulnerabilities are out of the scope of the current study and may need a dedicated survey. Due to the low signal strength in GNSS, interference signals can be easily generated to intentionally block or mislead receivers into false positioning, incorrect timing, and wrong velocity. This falls into two distinct forms of intentional interference with GNSS signals: jamming and spoofing [94].

**Jamming:** The basic principle of GNSS signal jamming is to generate and transmit powerful noise signals toward the victim’s receiver aiming to prevent legitimate signals from being distinguishable by the GNSS receiver. The objective is to disrupt the operations of GNSS. This could be done through the use of low-cost jammer devices that disrupt GNSS-based services in extended geographical areas. The availability of such illegal and low-cost devices is alarming, especially due to the serious damaging impact they may cause. Borio et al. [95] review the characteristics of jamming signals and their impact on GNSS receivers; they also present the state-of-the-art methods for jamming detection. Another study [96] provides an overview of various methods used to protect GNSS receivers from jamming and interference.

**Spoofing:** It is the act of broadcasting false signals which can appear to be genuine GNSS signals; the goal is to mislead the GNSS receiver into providing erroneous positions, velocities, and time information (see Figure 6). In comparison with jamming (that can be easily detected by receivers), a successful spoofing attack may have disastrous consequences, especially for emerging applications (e.g., autonomous vehicle navigation), because it is difficult to detect. In this context, a number of contributions have investigated spoofing attacks. To name a few, Psiaki and Humphreys [97] review the state of GNSS spoofing and provided a detailed description of spoofing attacks and the corresponding defense methods. The authors in [98] propose a novel scheme to detect and localize spoofing attacks on vehicular navigation GPS by correlating Doppler measurements from multiple vehicles connected with V2V communication. However, it only supports perfectly straight trajectory, which is not always the case. Similarly, authors in [99] have reported the lack of proper security measures applied to vehicular sensor networks. Hence, they propose a new approach to detect sensor spoofing attacks against automotive radars by effectively applying multiple beamforming in an automotive MIMO radar.

3) SOFTWARE VULNERABILITIES
To provide innovative features, most connected vehicle functions are controlled by software with over 100 million lines of code. However, softwares are never perfect. It is commonly assumed the existence of many vulnerabilities that can be exploited to cause unexpected behaviors using malware leading to life-threatening situations [100]. Software vulnerabilities are caused by software errors and flaws introduced during the design or implementation phases. The identification and categorization of security vulnerabilities have become one of the most active areas of software security research, where multiple vulnerability databases (lists) have been maintained; these include the CWE (Common Weakness Enumeration) list, the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) list, and NVD (National Vulnerability Database).

In VANET, several common software vulnerabilities exist, such as buffer overflow, code injection and weak access control or authentication (see the CWE and CVE lists) to name a few. Buffer Overflow or buffer overrun is always considered one of the most dangerous software coding errors. It is specified as CWE-120 under the CWE dictionary of weakness types. Typically, it occurs when a program overruns the buffer’s boundary and overwrites adjacent memory locations while writing data into a memory buffer. By the exploiting this vulnerability, it becomes easy to inject malicious code into a program to gain illegitimate access to the targeted system. In 2017, a stack-based buffer overflow issue was discovered by Slkhatov et al. [84] in several vehicles, including BMW and INFINITI. These vehicles had telematics control modules (TCUs) which are built by Continental AG; they contain the S-Gold 2 (PMB 8876). The exploitation of this vulnerability allows the attacker to disable the infotainment system and affect the functional features of the vehicle.

There are advanced types of injection vulnerabilities. SQL injection (SQLi) and Cross-site Scripting (XSS) are common injection vulnerabilities used to insert untrusted input due to the lack of sufficient query validation process in legitimate user infotainment systems [101]. Li et al. [102] report that traditional detection methods have many limitations and cannot deal with the increasingly complex injection attacks in ITS. They propose an SQL injection attack detection method which can automatically learn the effective representation of data. In 2019, the white hat hacker, Sam Curry, discovered a stored cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerability in the software of his Tesla Model 3; the exploitation of this vulnerability allows the attacker to obtain vehicle private information [83]. In advanced attacks, attackers may exploit additional privilege escalation vulnerabilities combined with weak access control or authentication to gain an extended control of all
TABLE 4. Classification of Security Issues in ITS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attacks</th>
<th>Type of attacker</th>
<th>Attacks on security objectives</th>
<th>Target of attacks</th>
<th>Purpose behind attacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D-Dos attacks [103]–[106]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless channels, hardware and software, backend servers</td>
<td>• Disrupt network availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Drop vehicular traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Exhaust network resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Take down vehicular services and applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black hole attacks [107]–[110]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Availability, Integrity</td>
<td>• Direct routing paths through malicious nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless channels, routing protocols</td>
<td>• Selectively or fully drop incoming packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malware attacks [100], [111], [112]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Available, Confidentiality</td>
<td>Software and hardware, wireless channels, vehicular services</td>
<td>• Remotely control vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Steal sensitive information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Disrupt regular functioning of vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use vehicles as zombies to perform other attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sybil attacks [113]–[118]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Authentication, Availability</td>
<td>Software, wireless channels, routing protocols</td>
<td>• Pretend convincingly having multiple identities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Create deep illusion of trust to trap vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Mislead vehicles and change their own paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Launch DDoS attacks by exploiting multiple Sybil nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wormhole attacks [119]–[121]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless channels, routing protocols</td>
<td>• Modify the logical topology of the network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Prevent nodes from discovering other paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Route all traffic through the malicious nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Attacks [122]–[124]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>Wireless channels, software and hardware, In-vehicle components</td>
<td>• Eavesdrop on network communication to capture legitimate packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Gain access to sensitive information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Prepare for more sophisticated attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replay attack [107], [125]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Authentication, Confidentiality</td>
<td>Wireless channels, intra-vehicular systems</td>
<td>• Store packets and retransmit them later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Impersonate a legitimate Vehicle/RSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Inject bogus information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush Telegraph attacks [25]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless channels, software and hardware</td>
<td>• Accumulate enough errors (i.e., bogus information) to drop vehicular traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Availability, Integrity</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Add intentionally some timeslots to the original message to impact information freshness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing attacks [126]–[128]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wireless channels, software and hardware</td>
<td>• Flood or jam the communication channels to increase packet delays and losses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. SECURITY ATTACKS ON ITS

Although there are significant technological improvements, ITS are still vulnerable to various security attacks (see Table 4). We observe that the risks presented by cyberattacks against ITS can be extremely dangerous; indeed, they could threaten both the safety and privacy of all road-users. In the following, we describe major attacks that can target ITS.

1) ATTACKS ON AVAILABILITY

Attacks targeting availability may cause a temporary outage in an attempt to prevent access to any kind of network resources. This can cause serious damage due to the real-time nature of several applications of ITS.

a: DENIAL OF SERVICE (DoS) ATTACKS

DoS attacks are one of the most typical cyber-attacks in communication networks. They have been extensively used to disrupt network availability. They occur when an attacker tries to flood a legitimate user (e.g., a vehicle) with a large amount of illegitimate traffic in an attempt to overload the victim. This may cause congestion resulting in legitimate traffic being dropped [103]. Launching a DOS attack by a single attacker is computationally expensive to execute. Thus, attackers resort to Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks to overwhelm the target’s resources, such as network bandwidth and processing power, with illegitimate traffic [104]. To launch DDoS attacks, the attacker (e.g., bot-master) generally needs to control a large number of compromised devices.
(called zombies). Each zombie sends a huge volume of illegitimate traffic to deny services to legitimate users of the target (e.g., vehicle or RSU).

DoS and DDoS attacks can cause serious harm to the network. Several efforts toward the mitigation and the prevention of such attacks have been carried out. In [105], Liu et al. report the shortcomings of the classic pseudonymous authentication schemes subject to severe DoS attacks; they propose a puzzle-based co-authentication (PCA) scheme to mitigate these attacks. The key idea behind the proposed solution is to increase the publishing cost of certificates and to design a collaborative verification of legitimate vehicles. This restricts the attacker’s capability to release forged pseudonymous certificates and improves the efficiency of certificate verification. The authors did show, via simulations, the effectiveness of their method in mitigating DoS attacks.

In order to prevent most of the automated DDoS attacks, Poongodi et al. [106] propose a reCAPTCHA controller mechanism to filter the attack traffic by using the source side integrity checks. According to the authors, this solution has practically proved its high performance compared with existing systems and its ability to minimize the generated overhead in terms of latency and energy consumption.

b: BLACK HOLE ATTACKS
Black hole attacks are among the common attacks against vehicular networks that have serious implications on network performance [107]. In such attacks, the attacker works his way to become a part of the network and thus be able to exchange messages with other nodes. Then, he/she could exploit existing vulnerabilities in routing protocols, such as Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [108], to broadcast bogus routing information to its neighboring nodes. A research analysis conducted by Afidhal et al. [109] investigate the impact of the black hole attacks on the performance of AODV and AOMDV (Ad hoc On-demand Multi-path Distance Vector) routing protocols in VANET. The goal of the attacker is to convince neighboring nodes that they are on the shortest path in order to increase the likelihood of its route being chosen. Once the attacker starts receiving data, it may selectively drop incoming packets evading detection; this is known as a gray hole attack. A black hole attack happens when the attacker drops all incoming packets. The detection of black hole attacks is a complex task since the attacker can drop packets periodically. The isolation of malicious nodes is more challenging, particularly in VANET. Tobin et al. [110] develop a countermeasure for black hole attacks in VANET. The proposed solution focus on multiple steps consisting of (a) attack detection through route backtracking and detecting discrepancies; (b) node accusation; and (c) blacklisting malicious nodes from participating in the network. However, the proposed solution can only detect one single malicious node and the solution requirements cannot be always satisfied.

c: MALWARE ATTACK
For the implementation of communication protocols, hardware drivers, as well as user applications, modern vehicular software could have more than 100 million lines of code exposed to all kinds of software vulnerabilities [100]. This gives opportunities for attackers to design effective malware to gain unauthorized access and disrupt the regular functioning of vehicles. Malware is a general term that refers to all types of malicious software (e.g., spyware, adware, worms, virus, and trojan) that can easily infect a huge number of vehicles. Malware attacks originate from computer networks, but they have been found in almost every existing data-enabled network including VANET. The attacker may have physical access to the vehicle, thus, the ability to install malware through the OBD-II port or via the in-vehicle infotainment system. Also, the attacker may exploit the vehicle’s telematics system to deliver malware that allows him remote access (e.g., via 4G LTE or Bluetooth) to install malware. The characterization of malwares used against VANET are investigated in [100], [111]. It is worth to mention that malware can self-replicate and spread rapidly in VANET, which is the case of worms. Zhang and Boukerche [112] examine the characteristics of spreading worms in VANET. They propose a countermeasure-based Malicious Vehicle Screening Unit (MSVU); it serves as a particular type of RSUs to sniff the malicious behavior, broadcast and blacklist immunization. According to the simulation results, the proposed method outperforms other existing methods in terms of complexity and quality.

2) ATTACKS ON AUTHENTICITY
Attacks targeting authenticity allow illegitimate users to gain unauthorized access to private information through stealing or falsifying the identity of legitimate network members.

a: SYBIL ATTACK
Sybil attacks are among the hardest attacks to detect in VANET. Douseur [113] defines a Sybil attack as an identity-based attack. Due to the distributed characteristics of VANET [114], an attacker could create several pseudonymous fake identities (e.g., by stealing or falsifying the identities of legitimate nodes (Sybil nodes) [115]) and pretend convincingly having different identities. The main objective of this attack is to gain greater influence on the network by creating a deep illusion of trust to trap other vehicles (see Figure 7) [116]. For instance, an attacker can exploit the number of fake identities to report the existence of a severe traffic jam at certain locations; this would mislead vehicles to change their own paths to avoid the congested area [117]. Moreover, Sybil attacks can be used to launch DDoS attacks by exploiting multiple Sybil nodes to flood the target with massive illegitimate traffic to paralyze the whole system functionalities. According to Baza et al. [118], several solutions to detect Sybil attacks have failed since they suffer from technical limitations. For example, (a) identity
FIGURE 7. Sybil attack in VANET.

registration based techniques [129], [130] fail when the attacker pretends multiple identities; (b) position verification-based schemes [131] fail because of the high mobility of vehicles; (c) trajectory-based schemes [132] fail when the attacker succeeds in compromising an RSUs and thus can get a large number of valid trajectories. In this context, the authors in [118] propose a novel detection technique, using proof of work and location in VANET, which shows a high level of performance with acceptable overhead.

b: WORMHOLE ATTACKS
Wormhole attacks can severely affect routing protocols without being detected since the attacker can function as a legitimate node [119]. Such attacks typically require at least two colluding nodes, geographically separated, to create a tunnel (wormhole link) to forward packets among each other for end-to-end communication [120], [121]. Figure 8 shows that the malicious nodes involve themselves in many routes pretending to have the shortest path to any destination due to the smaller number of hops or minimum end-to-end delays. The goal of this type of attacks is to modify the logical topology of the network to prevent nodes from discovering other paths and route all traffic through the malicious nodes; this puts the attackers in a position to control and manipulate network traffic. Albouq and Fredericks [119] report that the severity of wormhole attacks can be maximized if attackers resort to cooperative wormhole attacks where several attackers cooperate. In classical attacks, an attacker may not be able to establish the wormhole link to cover long-range communications. Cooperative wormhole attacks serve not only to extend the range of the established links between attackers, but also to confuse existing detection techniques that rely on time analysis. To counter these attacks, the authors in [119] propose a lightweight protocol for detecting and mitigating wormhole attacks in VANET.

3) ATTACKS ON CONFIDENTIALITY
Attacks targeting confidentiality aim to disclose network sensitive’s information to an unauthorized party. Due to the message broadcast characteristic in VANET, data exchanges could be easily compromised. Passive attacks (AKA Eavesdropping, sniffing, or snooping attacks) do not disrupt the operation of the network; they passively target weakened and unsecured connections to cause privacy leakage. The basic idea is to maliciously intercept relevant traffic in order to gain access to sensitive information such as credentials, personal location, or node configuration. Based on the extracted information, the attacker may continuously capture and analyze broadcast messages to track nodes based on their physical positions [122]–[124]. The impact of passive attacks could be very high since it could be used as a preliminary stage to perform more sophisticated and destructive attacks (e.g., DoS, blackhole, wormhole, and impersonation attacks) that require prior knowledge of the targeted system. Therefore, it is of great importance to secure communications and guarantee network confidentiality.

4) ATTACKS ON INTEGRITY
Attacks targeting integrity aim to alter or manipulate exchanged messages between different network members.

a: REPLAY ATTACKS
This type of attacks presents a serious breach of authenticity, confidentiality, and integrity. Replay attacks have a close association to the man in the middle attacks, where attackers eavesdrop on network communication to capture legitimate packets on their way to the destination (usually between vehicles and RSUs). Thus, the attacker can store packets and retransmit them later even when they are no longer valid. Furthermore, the attacker could exploit the information gathered from intercepted packets, including login credentials, to impersonate a legitimate Vehicle/RSU and deceive other nodes into believing the attacker is, in fact, an authenticated user [125]. It is very difficult to detect replay attacks since, in most cases, attackers are highly mobile and do not operate abnormally by altering packets. In this context, only the implementation of robust encryption methods and the inclusion of timestamps restrict the likelihood of these attacks.
b: TIMING ATTACKS
Several ITS applications require real-time traffic transmission; thus, there are major concerns on attacks that may impact the time synchronization, transmission delays, and packets losses [126]. Timing attacks target communication timing to cause serious safety problems, especially in dense traffic. Performing timing attacks can be done by flooding or jamming the communication channels to increase packet delays and losses. In [126], Zheng et al. have demonstrated how timing attacks could seriously impair the effectiveness of delay-sensitive applications in VANET. They propose a delay-tolerant intersection management protocol that considers the impact of communication delays in single and multiple interconnected intersections for intelligent intersection management systems. Timing attacks can be performed by an attacker who intentionally adds some extra time-slots to forwarded messages aiming to impact information freshness [127]. Another study conducted by Arsalan and Rehman [128] discusses thoroughly timing attacks in VANET. They propose a scheme, called Timing Attack Prevention (TAP), to detect and mitigate this type of attacks. The proposed scheme eliminates the risks of delayed and duplicated emergency packets by controlling the broadcasted messages. This is done through the use of Software Defined Network (SDN) controllers and Named Data Networking (NDN) communication paradigm in VANET.

c: BUSH TELEGRAPH ATTACKS
This type of attacks is an advanced version of bogus information attacks. The attacker attempts to gain access to a large number of nodes spread over several wireless hops. Then, he/she appends incremental errors to the packets at each hop. Thus, after passing several hops, the packet accumulates enough errors (i.e., bogus information) to be dropped [25]. This happens because, upon receipt of the packet, a node checks whether the corresponding error is small; if the response is yes, it forwards the packet; otherwise, it drops it.

E. LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE CURRENT SECURITY LANDSCAPE OF ITS
The driving motivation behind this chapter is to answer the following two questions 1) what are the current security issues of modern ITS, and 2) what are the root causes of these security issues. In our attempt to answer these questions, we explored and analyzed existing relevant literature to provide an overall picture of the ITS security landscape. The current architectural design of automotive systems has shown to be vulnerable due to the increasing number of new services and capabilities integrated into modern vehicles. Indeed, this results in introducing additional fraud risks and data-breach incidents, threatening the safety of road users. Based on our analysis, we believe that the enforcement of appropriate security requirements is needed and challenging at the same time. Even with the availability of conventional security mechanisms, there is a lack of proper mechanisms that consider the current security threats while taking into account the stringent requirements of ITS. We also believe that the analysis, presented in this article, is much needed since it helps determine what type of solutions can be used to minimize the likelihood of successful attacks targeting the security of ITS.

IV. EXISTING MITIGATION TECHNIQUES AGAINST ATTACKS IN ITS
Mitigating techniques can be classified into two categories: Proactive and reactive approaches. Typically, in ITS, it is crucial to implement proactive cybersecurity strategies in order to enforce security policies. This category consists of defining a baseline level of cybersecurity, which is considered as a preventative measure to deal with potential threats. This includes mechanisms, such as integrity and authenticity checks (e.g., verifying digital signatures and certificates) and access control mechanisms. However, since it is impossible to predict all possible threats and difficult to counter internal attacks, reactive approaches must be deployed to react to attacks when proactive measures are not effective. In this context, intrusion and misbehavior detection systems are widely deployed in mitigating the impacts of attacks and restricting their propagation [24], [25]. To provide the reader with a comprehensive review of existing defense mechanisms against attacks in VANET, it is crucial to systematically review these solutions and analyze them thoroughly. In this section, we briefly introduce recent security mechanisms which can be used to mitigate the risk of cyberattacks we did address in section III.

A. AUTHENTICATION BASED SECURITY SCHEMES
Due to the diversity of security attacks (e.g., replay, injection and eavesdropping attacks), safety messages must be authenticated. In this regard, cryptographic algorithms are considered as the backbone of security and privacy protection for ITS applications; this allows to ensure the legitimacy of exchanged messages with functions of auditability in case of misbehaving. Most existing schemes in VANET are developed to guarantee authentication and integrity with privacy and anonymity preservation. These schemes can be divided into four classes: Public Key-based Authentication (PKA) schemes, Identity-based Authentication (IBA) schemes, Group Signature-based Authentication (GSA) schemes, and Symmetric Key based Authentication (SKA) schemes [26], [133]. In this subsection, we walk through the most recent contributions that use cryptography to improve security in VANET. More specifically, we describe existing schemes and identify their limitations. Table 5 summarizes the list of security mechanisms we cover in this subsection.

1) PUBLIC KEY-BASED AUTHENTICATION (PKA) SCHEMES
In particular, public key-based cryptographic schemes have been employed pervasively to achieve reliable node authentication for pseudonymous vehicular communication [26],
### TABLE 5. Authentication based security schemes for VANET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security solutions</th>
<th>Effort year</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Main mitigated attacks</th>
<th>Shortcoming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azees et al. [9]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>* The use of bilinear pairing to offer message authentication and privacy preservation for VANET. * Provide an efficient conditional privacy tracking mechanism in case of dispute.</td>
<td>Fast verification of certificates and signatures</td>
<td>Rogues message, impersonation and modification attacks</td>
<td>High computational overhead due to the bilinear pairing operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dua et al. [10]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>* The use of the concept of clustering in VANET to design two levels of authentication: selected and authenticated cluster heads will be responsible for authentication of vehicles in the second level authentication.</td>
<td>Better storage, communication and computation costs</td>
<td>Man-in-middle, replay, modification and brute force attacks</td>
<td>The number of verification steps is not scalable in the case of high-density networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam et al. [134]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>* The implementation of Password-based Conditional Privacy Preserving Authentication and Group-Key Generation (PW-CPAA-GKA) scheme for VANET.</td>
<td>Short execution time of message authentication (generation and verification phase)</td>
<td>Replay, impersonation, modification and off-line password guessing attacks</td>
<td>Lack of simulation results in specific scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. [14]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>* The exploitation of the 5G technology to introduce a new scheme that makes use of elliptic-curve public-key cryptography and Registration List (RL) to secure VANET.</td>
<td>Lower average message delay and average packet loss ratio even in dense scenarios</td>
<td>DoS, eavesdropping and message modification attacks</td>
<td>Assumption of reliable wireless networks and access points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangade et al. [135]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>* The use of asymmetric ID-based cryptography and the symmetric HMAC to implement a Decentralized Privacy Preserving Authentication (DSPA) scheme.</td>
<td>Lower communication and computation overheads</td>
<td>Impersonation, modification, identity-disclosure and sybil attacks</td>
<td>Infeasibility against man-in-the-middle replay and plaintext attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [136]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>* Implementation of Cryptographic Mix-Zones (CMIX) using One-time Identity-Based Authenticated Asymmetric Group Key Agreement (OTIBAAGK).</td>
<td>Efficient key update and certificate management</td>
<td>Eavesdropping</td>
<td>Limited protection against attacks other than eavesdropping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asaar et al. [137]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>* The implementation of identity-based message authentication with privacy preservation scheme using proxy vehicles (ID-MAP).</td>
<td>Lower average message delay and average packet loss ratio.</td>
<td>Impersonation, replay modification, and man-in-middle attacks</td>
<td>Master keys might be compromised since they are stored in every vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue et al. in [138]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>* The implementation of a new decentralized authentication scheme for VANET based on the framework of group signatures. * Ensure more advanced security requirements like forward security,CCA2-anonymous, non-frameability, unforgeability and traceability.</td>
<td>Efficient verification and revocation feature</td>
<td>Forgery and untraceable signature, ID disclosure, revoked key exposure and framing attacks</td>
<td>Vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks when false data is injected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [139]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>* The adoption of batch group signature verification and Group Session Key (GSK)-based revocation strategy for efficient message authentication protocol for VANET.</td>
<td>Lower computation cost, authentication delay and message loss rate</td>
<td>Impersonation, tracking, sybil, replay and DoS attacks</td>
<td>Unable to guarantee the integrity of the sender’s message context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang et al. [140]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>* The adoption of a pseudonym mechanism and identity-based group signature for anonymous authentication. * Involve the RTA for extra computational efficiency.</td>
<td>Acceptable storage, communication and computation costs</td>
<td>Tracking attacks, eavesdropping, ID disclosure and sybil attacks</td>
<td>Only supports vehicle-to-infrastructure communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benyamina et al. [141]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>* The implementation of MAC-based authentication technique to ensure lightweight message authentication, privacy-preservation and non-repudiation.</td>
<td>Lower delay, computation and verification delay</td>
<td>Modification, replay, injection, impersonation and colluding attacks</td>
<td>The lack of strong cryptographic operations to protect the privacy of the exchanged information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The initial stage of communication involves the registration process of the vehicles to authenticate themselves to a trusted authority and obtain a set of public key certificates and corresponding public/private key pairs. Therefore, a vehicle signs outgoing packets with its private key and attaches the resulting signature and corresponding certificate to the message. It requires the sending vehicle to have a valid public key certificate to be authenticated properly by receivers [18]. To support the management of public keys, the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) have defined a Vehicular Public Key Infrastructure (VPKI) where only legitimately registered nodes within the domain are able to communicate securely [142].

Azeez et al. [9] propose an efficient anonymous authentication scheme with conditional privacy preserving (EAAP) for VANET. EAAp supports efficient authentication for vehicles and RSUs while preserving their anonymity; it allows preventing attacks like impersonation and masquerading. EAAp outperforms several schemes, such as BLS [143], ECatP [144], CAS [145], GSB [146], and KPSD [147], in terms of the verification process of certificates and signatures. Moreover, it provides conditional tracking capability which allows trusted authorities to trace the identity of vehicles in case they misbehave. However, EAAp is costly in terms of computational overhead due to the bilinear pairing operation. It also suffers from the limitations caused by the centralized authentication design which relies on the security of the trusted authority. Islam et al. [134] report that the use of either elliptic curve or bilinear-pairing causes a heavy computational burden making them infeasible for VANET. Thus, to overcome this issue, they introduce a password-based conditional privacy preserving authentication and group-key generation (PW-CPAA-GKA) scheme for VANET. The usage of this scheme allows vehicles to join or leave a regional group of nodes and also facilitates password updates. In terms of communication overhead and latency, PW-CPAA-GKA outperforms other existing schemes [148]–[150]. However, the authors [134] did not simulate the proposed scheme in realistic scenarios (e.g., urban or highway scenarios) that consider traffic density, speed of moving vehicles, or some other metrics. Huang et al. [14] investigate the possibility of exploiting the potential of the 5G technology in supporting higher data rates with larger numbers of connected devices to overcome the issues of public-key cryptography. The authors propose a novel scheme that makes uses of elliptic-curve public-key cryptography and a registration list (RL) to secure VANET. This approach only requires two light-weighted hash operations to be effective against attacks like eavesdropping, message modification, and DoS attacks. The simulation results show that the scheme achieves negligible authentication delay even in high vehicle density scenarios. However, it relies on a non-realistic assumption of reliable wireless networks and access points. Similarly, Dua et al. [10] propose a novel scheme to ensure secure message communication among vehicles using two-level authentication key exchange. In the first authentication level, a Cluster Head (CH) is selected among a group of vehicles in a cluster by a trusted certification authority. In the second level, the selected CHs are responsible for the authentication of vehicles within their clusters. Simulation results show that the scheme [10] is efficient in terms of computational cost and response time; this is explained by the fact that it is implemented using Elliptic Curve Cryptographic (ECC) technique. However, the number of verification steps executed by the certificate authority is not scalable in the case of high-density networks.

2) IDENTITY-BASED AUTHENTICATION (IBA) SCHEMES

Identity-based Authentication (IBA) schemes extend the idea of PKA-based schemes. In IBA, the receiver can exploit the explicit identity, included in the message, to derive the public key of the sender. Thus, compared with PKA, IBA eliminates the requirement of certificates since the sender’s identifier is sufficient to verify messages [26]. Consequently, IBA eliminates the overhead caused by including certificates in the exchanged messages [151].

Tangade et al. [135] propose a Decentralized and Scalable Privacy Preserving Authentication (DSPA) scheme that enjoys the benefits of both asymmetric Identity-Based (ID-based) authentication and the Symmetric Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC). Indeed, DSPA allows reducing communication and computation overheads. However, it is not suitable for direct V2V communication because of the large number of messages that should be exchanged between nodes and RSUs/base stations [152]. Furthermore, DSPA is not effective against passive attacks such as man-in-the-middle and replay plain-text attacks [152]. Since other well-known approaches (e.g., digital signatures combined with pseudonymous [153], [154] and group signatures [155], [156]) are insufficient to stand against attacks that target vehicles privacy (e.g., location tracking), Zhang [136] address the problem of location privacy; they propose a new method that relies on the One-Time Identity-Based Authenticated Asymmetric Group Key Agreement (OTIBAAGKA) to establish Cryptographic mix-zones (CMIXs). Unlike previous related contributions [157], [158], OTIBAAGKA allows vehicles to update their pseudonyms while sending vehicular safety messages. Since none can trust RSUs, OTIBAAGKA makes use of semi-trusted RSUs which cannot decrypt messages broadcasted by the vehicles in CMIXs. However, this scheme can only protect VANET from passive attacks like eavesdropping and location tracking. Asaar et al. [137] propose a novel identity-based message authentication with a privacy preservation scheme using proxy vehicles (ID-MAP). ID-MAP is based on an earlier contribution by Liu et al. [159] which examines the benefits of proxy vehicles in reducing the centralized computational overhead of RSUs through simultaneous verification of signatures. More specifically, ID-MAP extends the scheme in [159] to satisfy the security and privacy requirements of VANET as well as the traceability of misbehaving vehicles. However, the master keys are
stored in every vehicle which might increase the risk of key lacking.

3) GROUP SIGNATURE BASED AUTHENTICATION (GSA) SCHEMES

Group signature based Authentication (GSA) schemes introduce a group-wide public key such that any vehicle within a specific group can sign messages on behalf of the group. However, it is infeasible for anyone except for the group manager to reveal the signer’s identity. In addition to the effective and anonymous vehicle’s authentication, the implementation of GSA extends security requirements to cover more services for vehicular networks, including accountability, unlinkability, and unforgeability [160]. Once a vehicle is found to be malicious, only a designated group manager who operates as a semi-trusted entity can link the signature to the identity of the signer after deciding to revoke the malicious member.

The tradeoff between privacy preservation and conditional anonymity has led Yue et al. [138] to propose a new authentication scheme based on the framework of group signatures. The proposed scheme offers a decentralized management model to offload the heavy burden of generating group certificates for vehicles and avoid the cost of creating and updating revocation lists. The scheme can guarantee more advanced security requirements (e.g., forward security, CCA2-anonymous, non-frameability, unforgeability, and traceability) which cannot be completely satisfied in existing schemes. However, the proposed scheme is found to be vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks when false data is injected. Similarly, Jiang et al. [140] propose an Anonymous Authentication scheme based on group signature (AAAS). AAAS allows a good level of performance since it adopts a pseudonym mechanism and identity based group signature to eliminate the overhead generated by the management of public key certificates. It makes use of Region Trust Authority (RTA) as a group manager to reduce the computation and communication costs of the central trusted authority and also to relieve the pressure on RSUs. However, this scheme is limited in scope since it only supports vehicle-to-infrastructure communications. Zhang et al. [139] introduce a novel scheme that adopts (a) batch group signature verification to minimize the computational cost of signatures verification; and (b) Group Session Key (GSK)-based revocation strategy to quickly check whether the message sender has been revoked or not. The scheme is effective against several attacks (e.g., impersonation attacks, tracking attacks, Sybil attacks, replay attacks, and DoS attacks) with an acceptable level of performance in terms of computation, authentication delay, and message loss rate. However, this scheme is unable to guarantee the integrity of the sender’s message content; thus, vehicles could not verify the legitimacy of responses from RSUs.

4) SYMMETRIC KEY BASED AUTHENTICATION (SKA) SCHEMES

It is widely known that symmetric cryptography can provide high computational efficiency and reduce communication overhead because of the utilization of one single key for both the signing and verification processes [26]. However, for reliable node authentication, the secret keys should not be compromised during transportation. Thus, it is essential to establish secure channels to safely exchange keys between vehicles and RSUs. In symmetric cryptographic schemes, a Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) is used for lightweight message authentication. Since the utilization of symmetric cryptography alone is questionable, several authentication schemes have combined the use of HMAC with other cryptographic techniques to achieve better performance.

Jiang et al. [11] address the problem caused by the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) (e.g., communication overhead and lack of privacy). They propose a lightweight Anonymous Batch Authentication scheme (ABAH) that relies on calculating the Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC). ABAH makes use of identity-based signature (IBS) to achieve privacy-preserving and realize batch authentication. Simulation results show that ABAH achieves significant improvement in terms of communication and computational overhead. However, the average transmission delay provided by ABAH is not good enough to outperform other schemes like IBV [161]. Similarly, Benyamina et al. [141] propose a novel efficient and lightweight authentication scheme (ANEL) that enjoys the benefits of the MAC-based authentication, which is much more efficient in terms of computational overhead. ANEL uses biological password authentication, system key updates, and biological password updates. It is resistant to location tracking, impersonation, RSU compromise, and stolen OBU attacks to prevent the disclosure of any sensitive information. Simulation results show that ANEL ensures fast and reliable authentication suitable for VANET.

5) AUTHENTICATION CHALLENGES IN VANET

According to the DSRC and IEEE 1609.2 standards, vehicles are required to satisfy real-time transmission of periodic safety messages in order to realize ITS services. However, due to the diversity of security attacks (e.g., replay, injection, and eavesdropping attacks), safety messages must be authenticated. The implementation of robust authentication schemes may impose a heavy burden on participating entities resulting in violating the requirements of delay-sensitive applications. In [162], the authors investigate the sources of overhead caused by security mechanisms. They show that the overhead may lead to serious performance degradation. Therefore, vehicles have to be equipped with tailored authentication schemes that satisfy the strict requirements of VANET. Indeed, all existing schemes aim to make a tradeoff between vigorous authentication and computational/communication overhead. However, there are still significant research challenges because of the nature of pseudonym approaches and underlying cryptographic primitives that are used. For instance, SKA schemes have demonstrated high computational efficiency with minimum overhead. However, they present some limitations related to the key distribution problem and the key management problem; this in addition to the
inability to support non-repudiation services, which makes them not suitable for sensitive communication in VANET. In contrast, PKA schemes support well the security requirements of VANET; however, they cause large storage and communication overhead because of the certificate management. IBA schemes allow reducing the overhead (since no certificates are attached); however, they fully rely on the security of trusted authorities (as PKA schemes do), which cannot always be guaranteed. GSA schemes enable vehicles within the group to produce signatures without revealing their identities; however, they cause considerable computation overhead during the verification of signatures [18], [26], [163].

The pseudonyms in all these schemes (except GSA) are static in nature and need to be changed frequently to avoid the linkage among different communications [164]. This may result in sending messages with inconsistent sets of identifiers making the receiver unable to verify signatures and thus, increasing packet losses [26]. Revocation is another key challenge to maintain reliable communication. Since the Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL) can be extremely massive due to the unpredictable scale of VANET, the distribution and checking process of CRL makes the authentication not practical, especially in dense traffic scenarios.

B. MACHINE LEARNING BASED SECURITY MECHANISMS

With the explosive growth in the size and the complexity of VANET, it becomes increasingly challenging to manage such networks. Therefore, the necessity to migrate towards more sophisticated solutions that promote autonomy for analysis and decision making using Artificial Intelligence (AI) [165]–[167]. Machine learning (ML), as a subset of AI, is playing a leading role in the creation of next-generation systems due to the recent success in supporting a wide variety of applications and industries [168]. By applying ML approaches in ITS, significant improvement can be achieved by making defense strategies (e.g., intrusion detection, software, and malware detection) smarter, adaptive, and highly efficient. In this section, we review security schemes in ITS that use machine learning and, in particular, deep learning methods that effectively prevent and mitigate the impact of cyber-attacks. Table 6 summarizes the list of security mechanisms we cover in this subsection.

1) MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR INTRUSION DETECTION IN ITS

The proliferation of embedded devices and wireless technologies in today’s vehicular communications has increased the risk of being exposed to cyber-attacks. Thus, detecting and isolating anomalies are crucial tasks. In ITS, the implementation of proactive security countermeasures such as cryptographic-based solutions might not be reliable due to their inherent characteristics and the highly generated overhead. In this context, considerable attention has been paid to Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) to detect possible cyber-attacks. By investigating incoming and outgoing traffic from a specific location, an IDS can provide adequate protection against any suspicious activities manifested by malicious users [25]. One common usage of ML is designing effective IDSs. By considering classification algorithms of supervised learning, clustering algorithms of unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning, different classes of detection strategies have shown a respectable performance in detecting a wide range of attacks and anomalies in networks.

a: SUPERVISED ML-BASED IDS

Signature-based IDS consists of matching an observed activity with a predefined set of rules (signatures) and patterns characterizing a well-known threat. With the use of this detection strategy, the system can accurately identify known attacks without exhausting the computational resources of the network. Supervised ML based schemes represent good candidates to outperform signature-based IDS algorithms since both rely on classification and knowledge databases [176]. Hence, making predicting outcomes for unforeseen data becomes effective and more accurate. In the literature, there are numerous contributions (e.g., [12], [169]–[172]) that have investigated the use of supervised ML algorithms along with signature-based IDS to examine their applicability in enhancing security in VANET.

Song et al. [12] study the feasibility of supervised ML in designing an IDS to protect the in-vehicle network (i.e., CAN bus). The proposed model uses a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) architecture, called Inception-ResNet [177], due to its superior performance in natural image classification tasks. The authors build a new DCNN model optimized for data traffic in CAN bus that provides better detection and latency performance. Simulation results show that the proposed model outperforms existing machine learning models, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbors, and Decision Trees in terms of detection accuracy, training cost, and latency. However, the model [12] is unable to detect unlearned types of attacks. Unlike the previous work [12] that address the security of in-vehicle network, Eziama et al. [169] report that existing categories of trust management models (e.g., entity-centric trust and data-centric trust) are not always successful in capturing the behavior of malicious nodes especially in highly dynamic networks like VANET. Thus, they propose a new trust model based on machine/deep learning; more specifically, they modeled trust as a classification process and employed the Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) to extract relevant features from the network with higher performance prediction, classification accuracy, and low detection latency. Gyawali et al. [171] report that proactive security measures like cryptographic methods are vulnerable to internal attacks (e.g., false alert generation and position falsification attacks), which are carried out by authenticated vehicles. To counter these attacks, the authors propose a decentralized misbehavior detection system for 5G vehicular networks. The proposed system makes use of (a) a hybrid collaborative ML scheme that uses K-Nearest Neighbor, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, and Random Forest; the objective is to detect
### Table 6. Machine learning defense techniques for vehicular networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security solutions</th>
<th>Effort year</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Performance metrics</th>
<th>Main mitigated attacks</th>
<th>Shortcoming</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supervised learning</td>
<td>Song et al. [12]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>• The adoption of a recent deep convolutional neural network architecture, called Inception-ResNet, to protect in-vehicle network.</td>
<td>Lower false negative, error rates, training cost and latency</td>
<td>DoS, spoofing, injection attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eziamah et al. [169]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>• The use of a hybrid model-based Bayesian Neural Network that combines deep learning with probabilistic modeling for malicious node detection.</td>
<td>High prediction and classification accuracy, low detection latency</td>
<td>Timing, Sybil and false position attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>So et al. [170]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>• The use of a combination of K-Nearest Neighbors, K-NN and SVM to improve the overall detection precision for misbehaviors in messages.</td>
<td>Higher precision recall</td>
<td>Position forging attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gyawali et al. [171]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>• The implementation of a hybrid collaborative ML that uses K-Nearest Neighbors, Logistic regression, Decision Tree, and Random forest. • The use of reputation to identify the trustworthiness of vehicles. • The use of a Dempster-Shafer theory to combine resulted feedback and beta distributions for reputation update.</td>
<td>Superior results for precision, recall, and F1-score</td>
<td>False alert and position falsification attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zhang et al. [172]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>• The implementation of a privacy-preserving ML based collaborative IDS (PML-CIDS) using ADMM to construct a distributed ERM problem. • The use of DVP to ensure dynamic differential privacy in the collaborative learning of IDS.</td>
<td>Fast convergence of collaborative Learning, small training data size, security-privacy tradeoff</td>
<td>Denial of service, probing and unauthorized access attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsupervised &amp; Reinforcement learning</td>
<td>Karagiannis et al. [13]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>• The use of k-means algorithm to process the variation of relative speed to distinguish intentional from unintentional jamming as well as identify the unique characteristics of each jamming attack.</td>
<td>Better clustering ability, accurate attack identification</td>
<td>RF jamming attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hausselmann et al. [173]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>• The implementation of a new neural network architecture, called LSTM, to handle the challenging structure of CAN data and effectively calculate anomaly scores.</td>
<td>Reliable attack detection, high true positive and true negative rates</td>
<td>Plateau, Continuous change, Playback, Flooding and Suppress attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xing et al. [174]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>• The use of Q-learning based incentive model to report intrusion in autonomous driving vehicles.</td>
<td>Detection rate and accuracy</td>
<td>GPS jamming/spoofing and camera blind attacks, fake road information attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xiao et al. [175]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>• The use of Policy Hill Climbing (PHC)-based UAV relay strategy to improve the anti-jamming performance of the VANET communication.</td>
<td>Lower error rate, higher utility</td>
<td>Smart jamming attacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, the authors in [172] propose a privacy-preserving ML-based collaborative IDS (PML-CIDS) for VANET. The proposed system uses the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) to construct a distributed Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) problem; this allows the classifier to be trained in a decentralized fashion to detect the intrusions. The PML-CIDS enjoys the advantages of collaborative IDS; indeed, it allows vehicles to share their knowledge - already trained data- with each other to boost the training data size while reducing the workload of each vehicle. To protect the privacy of vehicles during the knowledge exchange, the authors adopt a Dual Variable Perturbation (DVP) to ensure dynamic differential privacy in the collaborative learning. Simulation results, based on the NSL-KDD dataset, show that the proposed system outperforms existing schemes in
terms of the convergence of collaborative Learning, the minimum training data size, and the security-privacy tradeoff. However, it cannot precisely identify the type of attacks. Furthermore, the authors in [170] propose a new model that uses plausibility checks and ML to detect and mitigate the risks of location spoofing attacks in VANET. In this model, a combination of K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been adopted to classify misbehaviors for further mitigation plans. Moreover, the authors have introduced a friendly version of the VeReMi dataset [178], which is created specifically to train the ML-based models with a wide range of misbehaving traffic scenarios for testing V2X security. They show that the model can achieve a significant improvement in classification accuracy and precision-recall characteristics. However, the model is not resistant against attacks other than location spoofing attacks.

b: UNSUPERVISED AND REINFORCEMENT-ML BASED IDS

Because datasets cannot be exhaustive, it is extremely difficult to catch unknown threats for which no characterizing patterns are available. Thereby, considerable attention has been paid to anomaly-based IDS approaches. It provides the capability to overcome the limitations of signature-based IDS and ensuring an effective detection of abnormal behaviors by continuously checking network traffic for any deviation from legitimate network profiles [179]. Recently, anomaly-based detection strategies can benefit from advances in the field of machine/deep learning, particularly unsupervised and reinforcement learning. The operational logic of unsupervised learning helps models crafting representative features of legitimate profiles and also generating analytic insights from patterns and structures in unlabeled data [180]. In this regard, various anomaly-based approaches have been proposed. Furthermore, the constructed knowledge can be labeled with signatures to enrich datasets for hybrid detection strategies [165].

The authors in [13] introduce a new mechanism based on unsupervised ML to detect a specific type of DDoS attacks, namely RF jamming attacks. Through clustering using the K-means algorithm, the authors have evaluated the capability of a new metric, called Relative Speed Variation (RSV), in distinguishing intentional from unintentional jamming. Therefore, whenever there is an adjustment in the state of the network, ML/DL models need to be retrained according to the freshly acquired data; this leads to another challenge, namely the cost of training ML/DL models. For real-time VANET applications, it is difficult to frequently retrain ML/DL models since the process is expensive in terms of processing and storage overhead. Hence, it is of great importance to carefully plan for future (re)training.

2) CHALLENGES IN ML-BASED SECURITY MECHANISMS

Machine learning, deep learning, and reinforcement learning (RL) are one of the most rapidly growing fields to realize next-generation ITS. However, to achieve the full potential of ML/DL, many challenges and open issues still need further investigation. Successful ML applications require a sufficient amount of representative datasets that can be used to train models. The generation of such datasets is particularly challenging in high scale and heterogeneous systems like VANET [184]. Even with the richness of data, it is yet challenging to develop a suitable model that processes data collected from various sources (e.g., vehicular sensors, wireless technology, and network traffic). Complex and time-consuming steps in preprocessing and cleaning of datasets are required in order to accurately reflect the actual environment and avoid data anomalies and misinterpretation.

To cope with the challenges of the availability of datasets, the authors in [178] introduce the Vehicular Reference Misbehavior (VeReMi) as a first public extensible dataset specifically designed to train ML-models for the evaluation of misbehavior detection mechanisms for VANET. Security applications are not static in nature; this means ML/DL models must continuously monitor activities and analyze behaviors looking for deviations. Therefore, whenever there is an adjustment in the state of the network, ML/DL models need to be retrained according to the freshly acquired data; this leads to another challenge, namely the cost of training ML/DL models. For real-time VANET applications, it is difficult to frequently retrain ML/DL models since the process is expensive in terms of processing and storage overhead. Hence, it is of great importance to carefully plan for future (re)training.
processes to adapt to network changes and execute particular processing (e.g., model reduction and compression) to lower the overhead without causing any performance degradation.

Furthermore, we cannot imagine a successful usage of ML/DL models without the capacity to generate meaningful insights that contribute to a better understanding of questionable problems and effective decision-making processes [185]. In fact, complex ML/DL models such as Neural Network (NN) and Deep-NN often produce unpredictable and hard to interpret or explain outputs because of the uncertainty of the layered structure [186]. When presenting the generated outputs of ML/DL models, it is important to make sure that correct interpretations are achieved to guarantee the expected model performance. Otherwise, the misinterpretation could result in misleading/inaccurate decisions making these models not suitable for the critical security of VANET. ML/DL models are sensitive to changes in the data; indeed, even small changes in the initial input could have a significant impact on the resulting output. Recently, this has been exploited in an adversarial setting where the attacker attempted to add noise to the model input aiming to fool the learning process and result in corrupted output [186]. Consequently, it is of great importance to address all these challenges before the full integration of ML/DL models into realistic scenarios of VANET.

C. RECENT TRENDS IN SECURITY OF ITS

1) SECURITY OF 5G-ENABLED V2X COMMUNICATIONS

Over the previous decades, we have experienced the fastest growth of communication technologies bringing vast improvements to the capabilities of ITS. These trends are expected to go far, especially, with the active development/deployment of the Fifth Generation Cellular Technology (5G) [187]. According to the 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) [188], the possibility to integrate V2X communication standards with 5G is promising. It is considered a great opportunity to provide more flexible and innovative services to migrate toward higher automation levels while maximizing the safety, efficiency, and sustainability of our transportation systems [189]–[191]. Currently, the link-layer protocol, used in V2X communication is 802.11p; it supports traditional mechanisms to protect system authentication and private data. However, with the growing demands of high reliability and ultra-low latency, the traditional design of security management has failed to satisfy the needs without additional overhead and costly operations [20].

The adoption of 5G in V2X communication might bring new security possibilities to overcome the shortcomings of DSRC, 802.11p, and LTE-V2X. Currently, the 5G security design has boosted the development of security in terms of flexibility as well as network programmability while fulfilling the unique security requirements of each network user and consistent Quality of Experience (QoE) provision. Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), and network slicing are including most technologies that support the security design of 5G-V2X communication in very innovative ways [20].

2) SDN AND NFV TECHNOLOGIES

The convergence of both SDN and NFV with vehicular networks are gaining high momentum since they offer great potential in addressing most system challenges. In SDN, the controllers hide network complexity and offload the heavy burden from nodes through decoupling control planes from data forwarding planes. Hence, significant enhancements in terms of flexibility, dynamicity, manageability, and network programmability can be projected to the current design of network security [192]. [193]. This separation results in a flexible and logically centralized architecture that takes control of major security operations based on a holistic view of data plane connections. This feature can ease the network-wide security monitoring by retrieving network statistics information and flow request messages through the controller. Therefore, SDN enables instant threat identification by analyzing the network state changes, and reacts conveniently to mitigate risks by reprogramming the network accordingly [192]–[194].

The adoption of the NFV paradigm has been proposed to reshape the landscape of telecommunication industries in a flexible and scalable way. It provides the capability to replace expensive dedicated hardware appliances with generic servers that use virtualization technologies to build different virtual network slices. Thereby, it enables to design, deploy, and manage services (e.g., security capabilities) customized to meet the required characteristics by the use case under consideration (e.g., VANET [195]). Among the benefits of NFV is the capability to enhance the security of VANET through shifting the use of dedicated hardware-based security appliances (e.g., deep packet inspection (DPI), Firewalls, IPS, and IDS) into virtual security appliances (e.g., vDPI, vFirewalls, vIDS, and vIPS). This certainly has the potential to achieve a higher level of agility and enables optimal orchestration of resource allocation [193].

SDN and NFV paradigms are complementing each other, and both are essential parts of the 5G network. They have the potential to boost the development and deployment of secure network applications due to the capability of enabling unlimited creativity of network functionalities. Various protocols have been proposed to extend network security. In the context of security, Floodlight is a Java-based open-source SDN controller that supports virtual switches. This makes it easier to develop and test modules in a flexible and extendable way to react to changes in network configuration [196]. Security-Enhanced (SE) Floodlight controller [197] offers a comprehensive security mediation for the SDN control layer and adds a secure programmable northbound API, which specifically enforces the privilege separation principle. It assigns authorization roles to OpenFlow applications to improve inline flow rules for conflict detection. Furthermore, Floodlight also introduces an OpenFlow audit subsystem to track all security relevant-events that occur.
between the control data plane and the application layer. Based on Floodlight Framework, Yu et al. [15] design a platform to efficiently detect and rapidly respond to the DDoS attacks in vehicular networks. Simulation results show that the proposed system significantly shortens the response time to the attack and reduces the burden on the controller. BENBI [198] is a scalable and dynamic security mechanism that allows SDN-based VANET applications to access resources on available controllers via the northbound interface. The proposed mechanism prevents attackers from manipulating network configurations and spoofing. However, it suffers from the single-point failure issue of SDN; the authors plan for a decentralized implementation using blockchain.

3) NETWORK SLICING
The next generation of vehicular communications are expected in order to support the high heterogeneity of network components in order to satisfy the need for safer and comfortable traffic experiences. In fact, with the traditional network architecture wherein dedicated hardware is reserved for each service [199], it would be extremely challenging to secure the strict requirement of transportation services. In this context, the concept of network slices has emerged as a novel technology targeted by different standardization bodies, including the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 16 [200], the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [201], and ITU-T (ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector) [202]. Network slicing has a close association with the virtualization of the network paradigm; it can go towards SDN and NFV, but it can also be considered as an independent technology. Network slicing aims to provide service customization, network isolation, and multitenancy support for network services [203], [204]. It is intended as a set of logical network functions that enable flexible and efficient creation of specialized network services tailored to serve a particular purpose in terms of functionalities (e.g., security and mobility) and performance (e.g., latency and reliability).

Network slices are independent in nature. Because of this feature, the design of future security mechanisms has been improved. With elasticity, network slicing technology supports the isolation between slices in terms of traffic and resources. Therefore, it becomes easier to limit the scope of potential attacks (e.g., DoS attacks and side-channel attacks) by placing a particular kind of vehicular components (could be software or hardware) with common weaknesses in a dedicated slice. Then, each dedicated slice can be customized to operate with different security functionalities and policies enforcement, such as access control, firewalls and authentication schemes. This allows to ensure adequate protection for different vehicular slices.

4) PHYSICAL LAYER SECURITY PROVISION
Due to the fading, random location, and broadcast nature of the wireless medium in 5G-V2X networks, channels are exposed to a variety of attacks (e.g., jamming, eavesdropping and DoS). In the literature, the computational security paradigm, such as cryptographic techniques, has been proven to be effective against these attacks. However, this is not the case in all scenarios, especially for communications that require low latency and ultra-reliable connectivity between different components like vehicular communication. Thus, lightweight and efficient security solutions are needed. Unlike traditional security mechanisms that are heavily reliant on cryptographic mechanisms, Physical Layer Security (PLS) emerges as a potential strategy that offers a promising solution for securing wireless communications. In particular, PLS avoids the use of compute-intensive cryptographic techniques, which makes it more suitable for heterogeneous and ultra-reliable systems like vehicular networks [205], [206]. PLS exploits the properties of the wireless medium, such as noise, fading, and interference to degrade the signal quality intercepted/received by malicious users; thus, it prevents these users from acquiring confidential information from the signal [207], [208]. Recently, considerable research efforts have been devoted to improving the positive transmission rate at which information can be transmitted securely in the presence of malicious third parties; this is known as Secrecy Rate (SR). For instance, the authors in [209] introduce PLS-based secrecy transmission in VANET; their proposal achieves better performance in terms of secrecy rate and energy effectiveness while keeping vehicular communication secure. A comprehensive overview of physical-layer security strategies employed in V2X can be found in [210].

In 5G-V2X networks, technologies such as massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) and millimeter Wave (mmWave) constitute the foundation to provide secure communication at the physical layer. With massive MIMO systems, the secrecy performance can be significantly enhanced [208]. By using arrays of antennas, massive MIMO provides high power and spectrum efficiencies. Therefore, the transmitted power is considerably reduced resulting in reduced Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at the eavesdropper’s channel. MmWave is another enabling technology for 5G-V2X that is used for high transmission capacity and secure communication. By taking advantages from the high frequency signals offered by mmWave, a wealth of opportunities at the physical layer security can be achieved. Indeed, the high mmWave frequency is needed to reach a higher secrecy rate [211]. High frequency signals increase free space path losses, therefore, reduce the probability for third parties to overhear signals. In [16], the authors have studied the possibility to enhance the secrecy performance with mmWave in vehicular communication. More specifically, they proposed two Physical Layer (PHY) security techniques that take advantages of (a) a new hybrid transceiver architecture for mmWave to reduce the complexity and cost of fully digital antenna architectures; and (b) opportunistic noise injection to improve the secrecy rate to jam potential eavesdroppers with sensitive receivers.
TABLE 7. Current automotive physical layer technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Acronyms</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3GPP</td>
<td>3rd Generation Partnership Project</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G-PPP</td>
<td>5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership</td>
<td>MOST</td>
<td>Media Oriented System Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Certification Authorities</td>
<td>NFV</td>
<td>Network Function Virtualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALM</td>
<td>Communications Access for Land Mobiles</td>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAM</td>
<td>Cooperative Awareness Message</td>
<td>OBD</td>
<td>On-Board Diagnostics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Controller Area Network</td>
<td>OBU</td>
<td>On-Board Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRL</td>
<td>Certificate Revocation List</td>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Pseudonym Certificate Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE</td>
<td>Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures</td>
<td>PKA</td>
<td>Public Key-based Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWE</td>
<td>Common Weakness Enumeration</td>
<td>PLS</td>
<td>Physical Layer Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>Denial of Service</td>
<td>QoE</td>
<td>Quality of Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECU</td>
<td>Electronic Control Units</td>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Quality-of-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETSI</td>
<td>European Telecommunications Standards Institute</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Reinforcement Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNSS</td>
<td>Global Navigation Satellite System</td>
<td>RSU</td>
<td>Road-side Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Group Signature</td>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>Software Defined Networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>Group signature based Authentication</td>
<td>SKA</td>
<td>Symmetric Key based Authentication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBA</td>
<td>Identity-based Authentication</td>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDS</td>
<td>Intrusion Detection System</td>
<td>V2G</td>
<td>Vehicle-to-Grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Intelligent Transportation System</td>
<td>V2I</td>
<td>Vehicle-to-Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
<td>V2P</td>
<td>Vehicle-to-Pedestrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOTV</td>
<td>Internet of Vehicles</td>
<td>V2X</td>
<td>Vehicle-to-Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNN</td>
<td>Local Interconnect Network</td>
<td>VNET</td>
<td>Vehicular Adhoc NETwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>Long Term Evolution</td>
<td>VPKI</td>
<td>Vehicular Public Key Infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>Message Authentication Code</td>
<td>WAVE</td>
<td>Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) SECURITY CHALLENGES OF 5G-ENABLED V2X COMMUNICATION

Despite the great success of 5G-V2X in developing the next generation of intelligent vehicular networks through the softwarization and virtualization of network functions, the security of the overall architecture is still questionable [191]. This paradigm change may adversely impact the network security and opens up doors for various new challenges in securing 5G-V2X platforms that manage virtual resources and their relationships with the application layer for a fully trusted system. As recently stated by Hussain and Zeadally [20], security is one of the crucial challenges that need further investigation to guarantee seamless integration of 5G technology with VANET. In the 5G context, technologies like SDN and network virtualization have extended the range of security vulnerabilities. On the one hand, SDN-based VANET has been planned without considering security as a top priority. In particular, SDN controllers can be targeted by various attacks (e.g., saturation, misconfiguration, poisoning, and DDoS attacks). The flexibility provided by Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) between different layers can also be exploited to produce destructive malware to take control of the whole system. For more details about SDN attacks, the reader is referred to [189], [212], [213].

Furthermore, the high degree of heterogeneity in the 5G-V2X network is another major challenge for the efficiency and the accuracy of security controls and monitoring solutions. 5G-V2X must carry a large amount of network traffic and comprise many heterogeneous devices. Having such a large-scale network can create significant attack surfaces and enable threats to move across large portions of the global network. Hence, it creates serious concerns on how establishing trustworthy relationships between devices and networks. According to Hussain and Zeadally [20], traditional security and trust models may not work in addressing the emerging issues facing the integration of 5G technology in VANET. Therefore, it is of great importance to carry out a novel exhaustive investigation that focuses on the current situations of LTE-V2X and 5G-V2X to design and optimize adaptive security standards; the objective is to address properly the different security challenges faced by the next generation of vehicular communication.

V. CONCLUSION

Modern transport systems are continuously evolving, bringing benefits that promote smartness and multiple levels of autonomy. As systems become more open and technologically more complex, attacks on security, privacy, and trust become more sophisticated. However, a few studies have focused on the plethora of security issues in ITS and their mitigation. In this article, we have analyzed security issues in ITS based on recently published articles to identify the root causes of vulnerabilities. We also investigated potential attacks to identify the missing security elements in the design of existing security solutions. We covered the most relevant defense mechanisms, which are considered the best candidates to dominate the future of ITS security. In particular, we presented a comparative study of existing solutions highlighting their strengths and shortcomings to draw lessons learned. We also placed a special emphasis on classifying mitigating security schemes in the context of ITS. Finally, we have pointed out existing gaps that warrant additional research. Table 7 shows the list of relevant abbreviations used throughout this article.
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